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Abstract 
We consider the two-dimensional Gelfand equation 
A w + K(x)eu = 0 in H, (1) 
where K is a, non-negative bounded function in H and H is a bounded domain 
with smooth boundary. A solution u of (1) in the punctured domain n\{x 0 } 
for some ^ H is called a singular solution. In this thesis we first prove 
an asymptotic radial result. Namely, suppose exp(u)dx is finite. Then there 
exists 7 > —2 such that u—飞 log becomes continuous at rr0. Starting from 
this result we consider the solvability of equation (1) with given 7 > —2 whereas 
a solution u should satisfy the condition that u — 7 log \x — is continuous. 
Both Dirichlet and Neumann boundary conditions are treated. In the former 
case many results available in the regular case (7 = 0) are generalised to the 
singular case. As for the Neumann problem which is not suitably posed for the 
regular case, we obtain some preliminary results, which, when restricted to the 
radial case, are optimal. 
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Introduction 
The Gelfand problem 
Au + \eu = 0 inQ， （0.1) 
where A is a positive constant and H C R 2 is a bounded domain, has been 
studied by many authors. It has application in a wide variety of areas including 
the theory of thermal ignition of a chemically active mixture of gases [Ge], 
the theory of nonlinear diffusion by nonlinear sources [KC] and the study of 
Riemann surfaces with bounded Gaussian curvature [KW]. 
The Dirichlet problem，which is addressed to finding a classical solution of 
(0.1) satisfying w = 0 on dft, has been studied extensively during the past years. 
The book of Bandle [Ba] and the more recent paper of Suzuki [Su] contain much 
information on the results obtained so far. In this thesis we are concerned with 
singular solution of the equation 
A u + K(x)eu = 0 in (0.2) 
where K is a non-negative bounded function in 0 and H C R 2 is a bounded do-
main with smooth boundary. By singular solution we mean a classical solution 
of (0.2) in n\{a:0} for some x0 G A fundamental result which underlines the 
entire theory is an asymptotic radial result proved in Chapter 1 of this thesis : 
iii 
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If exp(u)dx is finite, then there exists 7 > —2 such that v := m — 7 log |:r — rco| 
belongsM^2'p(n) for some p > I. In particular, this implies that v is continu- )\f° 
ous at XQ. Starting from this result, we can study the Dirichlet and Neumann 
problems for singular solutions by reducing (0.2) to the equation 
Av-^XKix^x-xore7" = 0 in H. (0.3) 
The adding of the positive constant A to the equation is just for our convenience 
in presentation. In the following we describe contents of the remaining chapters 
of this thesis. 
In Chapters 2-4 we deal with Dirichlet problem. Basically we generalize 
many known results in the regular case to our present situation. In Chapter 2， 
by applying the weak maximum principle due to Stampacchia, we first prove 
that the solutions of (0.3) are positive. Futhermore, when O is a ball, we find 
explicit formulas for the solutions which are radially decreasing. This result 
suggests that all W^,p-solutions on balls are radially decreasing. This is true 
and can be proved by the method of moving planes when 7 is non-positive. By 
the solvability on balls, we deduce the existence of solutions of (0.3) in general 
domains when A is small. We shall further discuss the interval (in A) of existence 
by the concept of spectrum. From a result in Schwarz symmetrization，we give 
a comparison between the values of the endpoints of the spectra of (0.3) in the 
domain H and its symmetrized domain 0*. 
Critical point theory is another way to find solutions of partial differential 
equations. Mountain pass lemma is a useful tool. As an application, we find a 
second solution of (0.3) when A is small enough in Chapter 3. 
Non-existence theory will be developed in Chapter 4. We shall concentrate 
Introduction v 
on star-shaped domains and show that solutions no longer exist when A is too 
largei； Qualitatively we estimate the value of the end point of the spectrum of 
(0.3) by deriving some identities of Pohozaev type. Numerical examples will 
also be given. 
In Chapter 5，we pose the zero Neumann boundary condition to (0.2). 
If one integrates both sides of the equation in (0.2), one sees that there is no 
solution of (0.2) subject to the zero Neumann boundary condition in the regular 
case. This accounts for why Newmann boundary condition was never studied 
in the regular case, although its physical meaning is quite significant as pointed 
out already in [Ge]. However, when 7 is positive, it makes sense to study the 
Neumann problem. We shall solve the Neumann problem in general case for 
small 7 and for optimal 7 in the radial case. 
Finally in Chapter 6 we present a self-contained account of basic properties 
of the Schwarz symmetrization of a function. Some of the results are used in 
existence theory. Although many results can be found in [Ba], we believe this 
chapter is useful in two aspects : First, we remove a rather artificial assumption 
in [Ba], namely, she requires the level sets of a function under symmetrization 
to be real analytic. In our presentation, we rely much on Sard's theorem and 
hence require only C -differentiability, where N is the dimension of the domain 
concerned. Second, we provide rigorous proofs for some basic results. See, for 
examples, Lemma 6.1.8 and Theorem 6.2.2. 
Chapter 1 
Basic Properties of Singular 
Solutions 
Consider the following Gelfand equation 
A u + K(x)eu = 0 in 0 , (1.1) 
where K is a, non-negative bounded function in H and H C R 2 is a bounded 
domain. We say that w is a singular solution of the Gelfand equation if w is a 
solution of (1.1) in the punctured domain H\{rco} for some x0 G H. It can be 
assumed without loss of generality that x0 = 0, in other words, u satisfies 
+ = 0 in D\{0}. 
In this chapter, we shall investigate some properties of the singular solutions so 
as to conclude that it is meaningful to study the existence of singular solutions 
oil appropriate function spaces. For simplicity we shall assume that dft is 
smooth, although one can see that this assumption can be significantly weakened 
in many places. 
1 
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1.1 An Asymptotic Radial Result 
In this section, we shall give an asymptotic radial result on a singular solution 
u. Our main result in this section is 
Theorem 1.1.1 Suppose the function K in (1.1) is non-negative and bounded. 
For any singular solution u of (1.1) with fQ exp(u)dx < +oo, there exists 7 > 
—2 such that 
for all p > 1 with p^y > —2. 
When K is equal to a constant, Theorem 1.1.1 has been proved in [CW] 
where it is also shown that the assumption fQ exp(u)dx is finite is necessary for 
asymptotic radial symmetry. 
Lemma 1.1.2 Let BR 二 {a: : < 丑} be the ball in R2 with radius R. Define 
/ � L I T d.2) 
where B2R C IL. Then the function 
v{x) = ^ ： ^  log 丨、 2二 丨 / ⑷ 办 , X E BR (1 .3 ) 
is a non-negative L1 -distributional solution of the following equation : 
A v + / = 0 in BR. (1.4) 
Proof. By Fubini's theorem, 
/ I v(x) I dx = i - / ( / log t—^ r ^ ) f(y)dy 
J Br' 2tt JBr \JBr \x-y\ ) 
< ( [ l o g ^ ^ 一 f ( y ) d y 
2tt J B r \JB2R(y) \ X - Y \ J 
=R2 [ f(y)dy. 
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So v G L^Br). 
Since f G ^ (Br), one can find a sequence of smooth functions { / n } such 
that 
nlim W F - F N \\L^BR)= 0. 
For each n, the function 
satisfies 
Avn + / n = 0 in BR 
and 
II 〜一” < 去 JBR JBR log I fn(y) 一 M I dydx 
< R2 II fn- f IIli(Sh)^ o, as n oo. 
Therefore vn v in L}{Br)' 
For any test function (/? whose support is contained compactly in BR, we 
have 
/ ( A _ n + / = 0. 
JBr JBR 
By taking limit, we have 
Thus v satisifies (1.4) in weak sense. • 
As u is at least a C2-function except at 0, we may expect more on the 
regularity of v^ say, v G W2,p(il) for some p. In fact it is true and before giving 
the proof, we need three lemmas first. 
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Lemma 1.1.3 Let w be a harmonic function in BR\{0} with JBr exp(w)dx < 
-f oo. Then there is 7 > —2 such that 
w — 7log \x\ 
is a smooth function in BR. 
Proof. Regard it; as a real-valued function in {0 < \z\ < R} and consider 
g — wx — iwy. 
Then g is analytic in {0 < |么| < R}. On the simply connected domain {0 < 
< E}\{Re z <0}, we define the function 
G(z) = \Z g(C)dC 
J R 
along any path from R to z. Then G'(z) = g(z) and there is a function rj such 
that G — (w + irj) is a real constant. Let xi,x2 < 0. For any 厶 > 0, 
(rxi+iS rx2-{-iS\ 
G(XL + iS) - G(XL - i8) - G{X2 + i8) + G{X2 - i S ) = [ - g{C)d( 
Wari —i8 Jx2~iS J 
(rx\-\-i8 rx\—i8\ 
J X2 J X2—iS J 
——0 as 厶—0. 
Thus the jump at each point in {Re 么 < 0} is the same. Since the function 
log 么 has the same property, by choosing a constant 7 properly, G(z) - j log z 
is continuous in {0 < \z\ < R}. Together with its analyitcity in {0 < \z\ < R} 
except the line {-R <Re z < 0}, this function is in fact analytic in {0 < \z\ < 
R}. Note that this 7 is real since w is continuous in {0 < \z\ < R}. 
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Let 
小=w irj — i log z, 
which is analytic in {0 < \z\ < R}. Viewing 彡 as a function in R 2 , we have 
f e^ dx < +oo. 
JBR 
By the mean-value theorem, there exists a sequence {pj} such that 
„ /-27T , 
p]+21 —0. 
Note that zero is either a removable singularity or an essential singularity of e於. 




For n = 1,2, ••” 
l^-nl = 去 厂 “ - 1 心 
Z7T J\z\=pj 
n-(7+2) 27f 
< ^ / p]+2 e^  d e — ^ 0 when n > 7 + 2, 
_ 2tt JO j 
that is, a - n = 0 for n > 7 + 2. Since zero cannot be a pole of e於, 
a_n = 0 for n 二 1,2,... 
Thus e小 and hence 小 is analytic in{0 引么 |<i? } . 
Finally, by letting 
= w — 7log \x\, 
which is smooth and 
Jb ewdx = Jb > (mine^) {x^dx, 
we have 7 > —2. • 
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Lemma 1.1.4 
u = v + 7 log I a? I in BR 
for some 7 > —2 and smooth function (j>. 
Proof. Let w = u - v, then JBr exp(w)dx is finite as 1; > 0. Since w is 
harmonic in BR\{0} in weak sence, by Weyl's lemma, it is harmonic in BR\{0}. 
The desired result now follows from Lemma 1.1.3. • 
Moreover, we have 
Lemma 1.1.5 The constant 7 in Lemma 1.1.4 independent of R. 
Proof. Write fR and vR for the f and v in (1.2) and (1.3) respectively. 
For Rt > R, 
vRl{x) 一 vR{x) = [ log • 2Rl fRl(y)dy + 毛 f log ⑷办， 
2TT JBRI\Br \ x - y \ ZTT JBr K 
which is smooth near 0, so 7 is independent of R. • 
Now, we can conclude 
Lemma 1.1.6 For any p> 1 with p^f > - 2 , there is a small R> 0 such that 
v e w2^{br). 
Proof. For simplicity, write || / ||i for || f {{^{Br) • 
Note that by the definition of f , 
lim II f丨丨尸0. 
RIO  11 J 11 
Now, applying Jensen's inequality to 
f . 2R . . , f(y) J I, . •• = / log ] -dfi where dfi = 7TTTdy' 
f 1 Jbr \x-y\ II J Hi 
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we get 
f27rv(x)\ ^ f 2R f { y ) , 
So 
/ e x p f ^ . , < If f(y)dy 
JBR V I  / 111 乂 I  / 111  JBR \JMM 
~ 171k Ibr {Lm U- 2 / l ) f ( y ) d y 
=STTR2. 
Let K{x) = K(x)e<i>： Then 
tm + K(x) Ix^ ev = 0 in 
For any p > I with jrf > —2, choose a > 1 such that ap) > —2 also. For this 
a, choose R small such that pj^ > pb where | + | = 1. 
Then for some constant C, , 
L (知)I ^  i7 吖如 ^ c LLI ^  r) ‘ ILePbv)i < 
Now the result follows from the Lp-theory of Laplace equation. • 
Finally, since u — 7 log |丨| is smooth outside zero, we have 
for any p> I such that > - 2 . Hence Theorem 1.1.1 follows. 
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1.2 Local Uniqueness of Radial Solutions 
In the previous section we have shown that a singular solution u of (1.1) minus 
its singular part 7 log |怎| is a W2，p-function. Let v = w—7 log \x\. By the embed-
ding theorem, the function v becomes continuous at the origin. We may write 
u - 7log \x\ = v(0) + o(|a;|). In this section we study the local structure of the 
solution family in case K is radially symmetric. We shall establish uniqueness 
of radial solutions when the parameters 7 and v(0) are specified. Notice that 
any radial v satisfies 
v" + —vf + Kr'yev = 0. (1.5) 
r 
Lemma 1.2.1 Suppose that v G W2'P(BR) is radial and satisfies (1.5) in 
(0，丑].Then 
limrv'ir) = 0. 
r|0 V ' 
Proof. From the equation 
(^ ' (r ) ) ' + Kr1+1ev = 0, 
there is a constant C' such that 
\rv\r) - W � I < C |r7+2 - f + 2 | for any r,s G (0，E]. 
Here we have used the boundedness of v. So 
C == l imn/(r) 
r[0 V ‘ 
exists. Since v G W2'P(BR), by the embedding theorem, v G W1,q(BR) where 
q = Y^- > 2 and hence jjf \v'\qrdr is finite. 
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If C _ 0, then there is a small e > 0 such that \rv'(r)\ > ^ in (0,e). 
Thus 
rR rR re |(7|9 
I \v'\qrdr = / {rv'^r^dr > / L J - ^ - ^ r = oo, 
Jo Jo Jo 2q 
which is a contradiction. • 
Theorem 1.2.2 Let K be a non-negative bounded function on [0, R]. The prob-
lem 
J + + Kr^ev = 0 in (0，^, n ^ 
\ v(0) = a 1 j 
has a unique solution in W ,P(BR), 
Proof. By Lemma 1.2.1, for any solution v of (1.6), 
= a \ j: Ks^+1eudsdt. (1.7) 
One may check that any v which satisfies (1.7) also satisfies (1.6). 
Let 
(when Kmax = 0, can be taken to be any positive number smaller than R), 
and consider 
X 二 {v e C([0,p]) ： ”(0) = < 1}. 
Then X is complete under the sup-norm. Define T ： X —^ X by 
T{v){r) = a —厂 ^�Ks，+1evdsdt, 0<r<p. 
Jo t Jo 
Then T(v)(0) = a and 
rr K pa+l 
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So T is well-defined. Moreover, 
\(T(u) 一 T(v))(r)\ 二 厂 去 广 Ks^\eu 一 ev)dsdt 
«/ 0 .V «/ 0 
< KMAX IH — ” II J: \ J: S^dsdt 
\K e 1 + � 7 + 2 l 
z II II -£Vmaxc H 
^丨丨…丨丨[(7 + 2)2 • 
By our assumption, T is a contraction and thus has a unique fixed point in X 
which is a solution of (1.7) on [0,/?]. 
The rest now follows from the standard fundamental existence and unique-
ness theory of ordinary differential equations. • 
Chapter 2 
Dirichlet Problem : Existence 
Theory I 
In the last chapter, we have shown that any solution u of the Gelfand equation 
on the punctured domain Q\{0}, that is, any singular solution w, under the 
assumption that fQ exp(u)dx < +00 has the property 
u--f\og\x\ e 
for some 7〉一2 and all p > 1 with p'j > —2. From this result, for each given 
7 > 一2, we would like to know whether there is a PF2'p-function v, for some p, 
such that the function 
w ：= 1； + 7 log 
is a singular solution. Here we shall pose the singular Gelfand problem with 
zero Dirichlet boundary condition, tHat is, 
/ Au + K(x)eu = 0 in H\{0}, ( . 
\ u = 0 ondn. 
Our required v will then, in weak sense, satisfies 
f Av-{-K{x)\x\^ev = 0 in 1I\{0}, 
1 v == —7log|a;丨 on dO,. 
11 
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Let tt; be a smooth function which is a solution of the problem 
f Au; = 0 in n, 
1 u; = 7log|a:| on dfl. 
Then we have 
f 厶 ( ” + 秘）+ ( K ( : r ) e - ” 卜 广 “ + 切 = 0 in (A{0}， 
} v w = 0 on dfl. 
2.1 Formulation 
From the above work, it is meaningful to study the following problem : 
J Av XK(x)\x\')fev = 0 in H, ( 2 2 ) 
I v = o on an. 1 • J 
For convenience, we have added a positive constant A to the equation. It turns 
out that for a given K (2.2) may be solvable for small A but solution ceases to 
exist when A is too large. We shall discuss the solvability of (2.2) on function 
spaces W2'V(P) where 7 and p are constants with 7 〉 一 2 and p > 1 and K 
is a non-negative bounded function in H. Assume that H C R 2 is a bounded 
domain with smooth boundary. We should bear in mind that a V^2，p-solution of 
(2.2) will constitute a solution of (2.1). More precisely, it is a singular solution 
of the Gelfand equation with zero boundary value and it has a blow-up point 
at the origin, of course, when 7 is non-zero. 
By the embedding theorem, “ with ^ = 2(1 - l/p). If 
K is smooth, then from the equation (2.2) itself, 
^ € c°°(n\{o}). 
Moreover, by bootstrap, if 7 is non-negative, then 
j v e C°°(n) , if 7 is an integer, 
\ v e C 2 + [ 7 ] ’ 7 一 , otherwise. 
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On the other hand, as Av is non-positive, we expect that any solution v 
of (2.2) is positive. Indeed, by using the following weak maximum principle of 
W1,2(^l) functions due to Stampacchia, we can prove this fact. 
Lemma 2.1.1 [GT, pp. 179] Let v G satisfy Av > 0(< 0) in H in 
weak sense. Then 
sup v < sup v+ (inf t; > inf v~ ). 
« ~ an V d Q y 
Theorem 2.1.2 Let v E W2fP(0>) n C2(H\{0}) for some p > 1，f continuous， 
f(v) > 0 m H and c(x) > 0 in ^l. If 
f + c(x)f(v) < 0 inn, 
I v > 0 on dn 
and v is non-constant on Q>, then v is positive in il. 
Proof. Since v e W^i^l) 4 and Av < 0, by Lemma 2.1.1, v>0 on 
n. 
But, since v G C2(n\{0}) and v E ^ by the classical 
strong maximum principle, v cannot attain its minimum in H\{0}. So u > 
0 in H\{0}. Let £ > 0 such that Be C ft and 6 二 mmdBev > 0. Then in Be, 
A(v -6) = Av <0 and on dBe, v - 6 > 0. Thus v - 6 > 0 m B£, that is, 
v(0) > ^ > 0. • 
From the equation itself, any solution of (2.2) is non-const ant. So we 
immediately have 
Corollary 2.1.3 Any W2^-solution of (2.2) is positive. 
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2.2 Explicit Solutions on Balls 
In this section, we shall restrict the domain VT to be the ball BR = {x : \x\ < R}. 
We first consider the problem with K(x)三 1, that is, 
j 厶”+ A|a^e” = 0 in BR, (2 3) 
\ v = 0 on dBR. y ‘ } 
In [Ba], two explicitly solutions of the Gelfand problem 
I Au-h\eu = 0 in BR, 
I w = 0 on dBR, 
are given : 
= (2.4) 
(1 + ( f ) ”2) 
where 
L 32 / \R2 , ( \BF\ . . 9 
We have an analogue for the problem (2.3). 
Theorem 2.2.1 Two radially symmetric solutions of (2.3) are given by 
( l + ⑵叫 
where 
4 ( • I \ 7 7 + 2 = (a + (“1)'^ 2 ——J二 丄，2 a = 
Moreover, they have the following properties : 
1. v2 > Vi-
2. II巧 ||Loo = 21ogaa“ 
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丨丨 f 0 , i = 1, 
S- limA^o IPillL- = I ^ , i = 
4. Let X* = ^rt^，then vx coincides with v2 as \ A*. 
The proof is just by direct computation and hence is omitted. 
Remark. When 7 = 0, (2.5) reduces to (2.4). 
Are there non-radial solutions? We can prove that any solution of (2.2) 
in BR must be radially symmetric when 7 is non-positive and K is radially 
decreasing. But the case when 7 is positive is open. We need the following 
version of Hopf lemma first. 
Lemma 2.2.2 Let D he a bounded domain in HN. Let v > 0 be in C2(D) and 
satisfying 
Av + c(x)v <0 in D. 
Suppose v(x0) — 0 at some x0 G 3D and dD satisfies an interior sphere condi-
tion at XQ. Then 
whenever it exists, where v is outer normal. 
Proof. By assumption, there exists a ball BR(y) = {z ： 卜 — < 及} C D 
with x0 e dBR(y). For 0 < p < R, consider the function 
—ocR2 
w[x) = e — e , 
where r = \x - y\ > p, defined on the annulus A = BR(y)\Bp(y) and a is to be 
choosen suitably. Let 
Lv = Av + cv. 
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Then 
(L - c+)(w(x)) 二 2ae-a7"2(AT - 2ar2) + (c - c+)w(x) < 0 for large a. 
On dBp(y), since v > 0, there is e > 0 for which v + eu; > 0. This inequality is 
also true on dBR(y) as u;三 0 here. Thus 
I (L - c+)(v + ew) < 0 in A, 
1 v -\-ew > 0 on OA. 
By the classical weak maximum principle, 
v ew > 0 in A. 
Thus 
dv ( x v � ^ v w(x) dw , n n 
— = lim 1 ^ r < e lim 1 = -e -^ - (^o ) < 0. 口 
dv \x0-x\ \x0 -x\ ov 
Theorem 2.2.3 Any W2LP-solution v of (2.2) in BR is radially symmetric when 
—2 < 7 < 0 and K is radially non-increasing. 
Proof. Let D(K), 0 < 左 < 丑，be the domain obtained by reflecting the region 
{x e BR: xx> k] with respect to the hyperplane xx — k. 
In D(k), define 
xk = (2k - x1,x2) where x = (x1,x2), 
vk(x) = v(xk), 
wk(x)= 一⑷一！；⑷ . 
Then 
厶 ^ ⑷ = - \ K ( x k ) \ x k \ ^ e v ^ + \K{x)\xYev^ 
> —XK{x)\x[)rwk(x)e^，where ^ lies between v(xk) and v(x), 
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that is, Awk + XKix^x^e^w1" > 0 in D(k). Consider the following condition : 
wk(x) < 0 in D{k). (2.6) 
As v >0 in Br, t; = 0 on dBR, by Lemma 2.2.2 




-p— < 0 on dBR, xx > 0. 
OXi 
There is 谷〉0 such that 奈 < 0 on {z : Ia — xR\ < 8} where xR = {R, 0). 
Thus for k close R, (2.6) holds. 
Now, move k down to 0. We may stop at some k0 before zero where (2.6) 
no longer holds. Let k0 be the first point with this property. So 
= - v ( x ) < 0 on dD(k0)\{x1 = k0} 
and 
wko(x) = 0 on 丑 { a ^ = k0}. 
Since for each k > k0,wk(x) < 0 in D{k),wk°{x) < 0 in D{k0). By Theo-
rem 2.1.2, 
mfc�(o0 < 0 in D{k0). 
Therefore (2.6) remains valid at kQ. Moreover, by Lemma 2.2.2, 
Qwko 
— � 0 on Bi? n {尉 = k 0 } . ox1 
Therefore, on BR fl {^i = K0}, 
——= < 0. (2.7) 
dxi 2 ox1 
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By the definition of k0, there is a sequence {kn} | k0 and for each kn, there is 
xn G D(kn) such that 
wkn{xn) > 0 . 
We may assume that {xn} converges to some x G D(k0). By continuity, letting 
n — oo, wko(x) > 0. So wko(x) = 0 and hence x e BRn{x1 = k0}. As k0 > 0, 
for all large n, xn lies on the positive region. By the mean-value theorem, 
for all large n, there is yn such that 
dv 二 vkn{xn)-v{xn) = wkn(xn)�Q 
d^Vn) = K- - xn\ — \x^-xn\ ~ • 
Since yn x also, we have > 0, which contradicts to (2.7). Thus we 
conclude that A:0 = 0. 
Therefore < 0 for positive xx and similarly, > 0 for negative xx. 
By continuity, 
^ = = 0 on = 0}\{0}. 
OX I OX I 
But wk(x) < 0 for allib > 0 and 工 G B(k), so w°(x) < 0 in D(0). If w°(x)丰 0， 
by Theorem 2.1.2，w°{x) < 0 in D(0). Then by Lemma 2 . 2 . 2 , 乾〉 0 on 
{^i 二 0}\{0}, contradiction. 
We conclude that v is radial in the a^i-directioii. But since this direction 
is arbitrary choosen, v is in fact radially symmetric. • 
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2.3 The Moser Inequality 
Now we state Moser's inequality and use it to give three results which will be 
used in Sections 2.4, 3.2 and Chapter 5. 
Theorem 2.3.1 [Mol] Let D be a bounded domain in KN where N > 2. Let 
u e Wq,N{D) and 
11 
� ‘ JD 
Then there exists a constant C which depends on N only such that 
f eauPdx < C\D\, 
JD 
where 
p = , a<aN = •总：1” |jD| is the Lebesgue measure of D, 
N 一 1 
and (jJN-i is the (N - 1)-dimensional measure of the unit sphere. The integral 
on the left actually is finite for any positive a, but, if a > aN, it can be made 
arbitrarily large by an appropriate choice of u. 
In particular, when iV = 2, we get 
Corollary 2.3.2 Let u G H^) and 
I \ s/u\2dx<\. 
JN 
Then there exists a constant C independent of u such that 
I E^U2DX < 
JQ 
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By applying Moser's inequality, we get the following lemma which will be 
used frequently in the subsequent work. 
Lemma 2.3.3 Let u € 却(D) with 
/ I • u\2dx < M for some M. 
JN 
For any 7,p such that JRF > —2, there exist a small a > 0 and a constant C 
independent of u such that 
f \x\vlep^dx < Ce^. 
Proof. Choose positive P, Q, a such that 
1 1 
jryP > - 2 , — + — = 1 and Qa < 4tt. 
Since 
. . au2 p2M2 
by Moser's inequality, 
J \x\^ev^dx < [ J j ^ d x ) 
_ p2M2 
< Ce^r, • 
Our next two lemmas will be used in Chapter 5. 
Lemma 2.3.4 Let \i be the first non-trivial eigenvalue of the Neumann problem 
j Au + fiu 二 0 in D 
\ = 0 on dn. 
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Let v £ H1^) with fQvdx = 0. Then there exist constants Cx and C2, inde-
pendent of Vj such that 
r c^i+m)2^ 
/ evdx < c2e 167T , 
Jn 
where 
a = I • v\2dx. 
Proof. We extend u to a 丑1-function in R2 with compact support. Denote 
this extension by V. It is well-known that we can choose V so that 
for some constant irtdependent of v. By Poincare's inequality, 
- vfdx < /i2 ^  I V v?dx^  
where v is the mean value of v, which is zero here. Thus 
Let H' C R 2 be a bounded domain containing the support of V. Applying 
Moser's inequality to C l ( 1 U， t h e r e is a constant C2 independent of V such 
that 
r 47TV2 / e(ci(1+咖” dx < C2. 
Since 
we have 
r r Tr cf(i+")2a2 
/ evdx < / evdx < C2e 彻 . • 
JQ JQ' 
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Lemma 2.3.5 Let v e ^(BR) and be radially symmetric with 
f Ivif—Sl, f M7”办二 0 
J B r J B R 
for some 7 > 0. Then there exists a constant C independent of v such that 
J^ \xyeav2dx < C 
for any 0 < a < 27r(7 + 2). 
Proof. Let 
w(t) = 丨叫=r = Re-l 
Then 
w'itfdt == f \S7 v\2dz< l 
Jo J B R 
and 
啊 二 ^ 4 严 二 0. 
By Schwarz's inequality, 
, j . . 1 
秘⑷ S + f W\t')2dt' 2 
< 吨 ) + |力 
So 
w(t) f e-^>ds < j : I , 一 s\h'^sds. ( 2 . 8 ) 
But 
。 忐 
2 � + 1) 
>�''•；；.;..：；'> ‘ - � 7 + 2 ‘ 
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where T(n) = /0°° s^e^ds is the Gamma function. By putting it into (2.8), 
we have 
w(t) <t2 i-l. 
Therefore, 
f r-e^dx = TTiT.2 厂 e�2_(平 
JBR JO 
< 7riT+2 指 - ( 乎 糾 昔 一 + ” 轧 
绅， 一 Jo 
which is finite if 
4tt V 2 ; 
or 
ol < 2tt(7 + 2). • 
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2.4 Existence of Solutions in General Domains 
We can now solve (2.2) by using the results in last two sections. 
Let p > 1 with 们 > - 2 . Suppose there is v0 e such that 
f A v o ^ X K i x ^ e ^ < 0 in H, 
1 v0 > 0 on dil. 
Define a non-negative sequence {vk} C by solving 
1 { A v M - ^ - X K i x ) ^ ^ = 0 inH, 
J Vk+i = 0 on dfl. 
Now 
A(vi - v0) > 0 in H 
and 
— < 0 on dQ. 
By Lemma 2.1.1, 这. 
Vi < on 
Suppose 
vk < Vk^-1 on n 
for some k >1. Then 
A(vk+1 - vk) = -\K(x)\xr (eVk - e^"1) > 0 in 0 
and 
^ 卯 二 0 on 
By Lemma 2.1.1 again, 
外+i < Vk on 
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Thus by induction, we have 
VQ>V\>V2>> ... > 0 on H. 
From the equation itself, is uniformly bounded in W2^(Sl). As W2^(Sl) ^ 
C°^(Tt) with 13 = 2(1- 1/p), {vk} is equicontinuous on H. By Arzela-Ascoli 
theorem and monotonicity, we can find v G W2^(p) such that {vk} converges 
uniformly to t; in C。，"(IT) and converges weakly to v in Thus v is a 
W2，p-solution of (2.2). 
From the above work, the solvability of (2.2) in reduces to the 
existence of such v0. 
Let R be the radius of a circumscribed circle of H. From Section 2.2, we 
know that when 
XK < ( 7 + 2 ) 2 ’ (2.9) 
A 八 m a x 二 2^7+2 ' v ‘ 
such VQ exists. So we conclude that 
Theorem 2.4.1 When (2.9) is satisfied，we have a W2'p-solution of (2.2) for 
any p > 1 with p7 > —2. 
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2.5 Spectrum of the Problem 
Definition 2.5.1 The spectrum of the problem (2.2) is the set of real numbers 
A such that (2.2) has a positive -solution for some p>l. 
Theorem 2.5.2 The spectrum is an interval (0, A*); where A* need not be finite. 
Proof. From Theorem 2.4.1 and Corollary 2.1.3, we know that for sufficient 
small A > 0, (2.2) is solvable with a positive W2'p-solution. So the spectrum is 
non-empty. On the other hand, by Lemma 2.1.1，the spectrum contains positive 
numbers only. 
Now suppose (2.2) is solvable for some with a ^'^-solution v. For any 
0 < A < A1? 
A ” + X K i x ^ e " < + XtKix^xPe" = 0 in H 
and 
v = 0 on dft. 
So from the work in Section 2.4, (2.2) is solvable in W2^p(n) for this A. • 
To emphasize the domain in consideration, denote the end point of the 
spectrum by A^. We shall employ Schwarz symmetrization to give a numerical 
bound for it. 
When 7 is non-positive, the function |丨|7 is radially decreasing. So in 
order to apply Schwarz symmetrization (see Chapter 6), we shall assume that 
7 is non-positive and K is a, radially decreasing function. For the general case, 
it is still open. 
The main result in this section is 
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Theorem 2.5.3 When the function K is smooth and radially decreasing and 
the constant 7 is non-positive, X^ > A&” where Cl* is the symmetrized domain 
o/n. 
The above theorem is a consequence of the Theorem 6.3.1. We first choose 
a sequence of smooth functions { P N } such that 
1. each {PN} is radially decreasing; 
2. PN{X) < K in 
3. limiv_oo Pn{X) = |冗|7. 
For each p^, we consider the following problem : 
J Aw + XK(x)p(x)eu = 0 in 仏 （2 丄⑴ 
I u = 0 on dn. K ‘ ) 
Here we drop the subscript N just for simplicity. 
Proof of Theorem 2.5.3. Suppose (2.2) has a 所2，p-solution V in 0*. Then 
V satisfies 
AV + \K(x)p{x)ev <0in IT. 
By the argument in Section 2.4, (2.10) has a solution v in O* with v <V 
in 0*. From the equation (2.10) itself, this v is in fact a classical solution. 
Applying Theorem 6.3.1, (2.10) has a classical solution u. Write this solution u 
to be uN. Thus {uN} is uniformly bounded and satisfies 
I AUn + XK(x)pN(x)eUN = 0 inH, (2 n ) 
1 uN = 0 on d^l. ^ •‘ 
From (2.11), {uN} is a uniformly bounded sequence in W2lP(Q,). The fact that 
W2,p(^t) — C°^(ri) with /3 = 2(1 - 1/p) implies that {uN} is equicontinuous. 
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By Arzela-Ascoli Theorem, we may assume that there is u G W2,p(il) such that 
{uN} converges uniformly to u in and converges weakly to u in 
Therefore by letting AT — oo in (2.11), we see that u is a VF2，p-solution of (2.2). 
• 
Chapter 3 
Dirichlet Problem : Existence 
Theory II 
A solution of a differential equation can be viewed as a critical point of an 
appropriate functional. Thus the solvability of a differential equation will then 
be converted to the existence of critical points. A useful tool in critical point 
theory is the mountain pass lemma which guarantees that a functional pocesses 
a critical point under certain conditions. 
If we are given a solution of (2.2), by applying the mountain pass lemma, 
we can solve (2.2) with a solution different from the given one. The proof will be 
given in Section 3.2 and the proof needs Lemma 2.3.1, a consequence of Moser's 
inequality, frequently. We are now recalling the mountain pass lemma in the 
following section. 
3.1 Mountain Pass Lemma 
Let 丑 be a real Banach space. A mapping / of E to R will be called a functional. 
I is Frechet differentiable a,t u e E if there exists a continuous linear map 
L 二 : E ^ R satisfying : For any e > 0, there is ^ = 8(e,u) > 0 such 
29 
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that \I{u + ”）- I{u) - Lv\ < e\\v\\ for all \\v\\ < S. Then the mapping L is 
usually denoted by I\u). 
A critical point w of 7 is a point at which I'(u) = 0，i.e. 
I\u)(p 二 0 
for all (f £ E. The value of / at w is then called a critical value of I. 
Let C1 (丑，环）denote the set of functionals that are Frechet differentiable 
and whose Frechet derivatives are continuous on E. 
For I e ^(E^K), we say I satisfies the Palais-Smale condition (hence-
forth denoted by (PS)) if any sequence {un} C E for which I(un) is bounded 
and I'(un) — 0 as n — oo possesses a convergent subsequence. 
Theorem 3.1.1 (Mountain Pass Lemma [Ra]J Let E be a real Banach space 
and I e C^E.R) satisfying (PS). Suppose 7(0) = 0 and 
1. there are constants p, a > 0 such that I\dBp > a, and 
2. there is e G E\BP such that 7(e) < 0. 
Then I pocesses a critical value c>a. Moreover c can be characterized as 
c 二 inf max /(u), 
where 
r = C([0,1], E):,轉=0,g{l) = e}. 
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3.2 Existence of Second Solution 
We shall show that when A is small, (2.2) has a second solution in W2fP(Cl). 
Theorem 3.2.1 Let the function K in (2.2) be non-negative and bounded. 
When X is small enough, the problem (2.2) has at least two solutions in W2lP(fl) 
for any p > 1 with p7 > 一2. 
Since W2^ ^ H1^), the solution v found in Section 2.4 is a ^-solution. 
Rename it v*. We may assume that v* satisfies 
lim|K 丨丨 Loo = 0 . (3.1) 
A— 
Define 
J(v) 二 I / I • v\2dx — A / K{x)\x\^evdx, v G H^n). 
Since v* is a solution of (2.2)，it is a critical point of J. We shall apply the 
mountain pass lemma to find another critical point of J which will then be a 
second solution of (2.2). Our proof is divided into four steps. 
1. J eC2(H](n),R). 
By direct calculation, we find that 
Jf(v)(p = / ' S7^>dx - X / K(x)\x[yev<pdx. 
Jq J^i 
Suppose ||”n - v\\ — 0 and \\(f\\'< 1. By applying Lemma 2.3.3, we have 
\J\vn)9 - J\v)^\ 
I % vK - v) • S/^dx + A/o K(x)\x\^ (ev - e^)xpdx\ 
< ||t;n - H||MI + K(x)\x\^\ev\vn - v\e^dx ^ 
< |||j — j I \Kmax _ W\qe^\vn -料)念 
< ||�-叫I + (/Q (fQ e^dx)^ (尨 — 
——> 0 as n —^  oo . 
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Here we have used the fact that ^ L3q(n) and the above constants 
(7, a，p are defined in Lemma 2.3.3. Therefore 
\\J\vn) 一 J\v)\\ 一 0 as n — oo, 
i.e. J G C1. 
Similarly, we have 
J,f{v){ip^) = / I V 9?dx-A / K(x)\x\^evip2dx. 
J ft JQ 
When | | - ”丨卜 0 and \\(p\\ < 1, by a similar argument, 
< XK^Ce"^ (fQ (兑 e^dx)h (fQ — 
——> 0 as n —^  oo. 
Here we have used in addition the fact that 4 Therefore 
\\r(vn) 一 r(v)\\ = sup - J"{v){^)\ — 0 as n — oo, 
lbll<i 
i.e. J G C2. 
2. J satisfies (PS) condition. 
Suppose {vn} C {J(vn)} is bounded and J'(vn) — 0 in Hl{0). 
So 
1 f I • � I 2 办 _ A f K{x)\xyeVndx < M , for some M 
2 JQ J^I 
and 
| J ' ( O K ) | 引bnll for all laxge n. 
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By using 宇〉e 2 " - 1 on 丨怎丨 2 4, we have 
M > hvn\\2-\ / K(x)\x\^eVndx 
LI J 
=-\\vn\\2-X [ K{x)\xy (eVn -l)dx-X [ K{x)\x\"eVndx 
- A f Kix^dx 
J\vn\>4 
> 臺 I W I 2 - 令 / ^ � w � d + � 
> >丨丨 2 - | |丨队丨 | + & 
for all large n and where Cx is a constant. Thus \\vn\\ is uniformly bounded. 
By Lemma 2.3.3, {^ (^l^l^e^} is uniformly bounded in Lp(ft). Let 
T = ( - A ) " 1 : L P — 
By its compactness, there exists a convergent subsequence ^ ( K ^ x ^ e ^ ) } . 
As 
J\vnk) = vnk 一 \T{K{x)\x\^e^) — 0, 
converges in 丑朋). 
3. There exist p, S > 0 such that J{v) — J(v*) > 6 on = p. 
Since J'(v*) 二 0, by the Taylor's expansion on one variable functions, we 
have 
J(v* + = A^) + + 
for some 5 G (0，1). On \\v - ”*|| = p, let ^ = (y - v*)/p, so \\(f\\ = 1. By 
(3.1) and Lemma 2.3.3, we may choose A small such that 
A / K(x)\x\^ev^2dx < h<f\\2. 
JQ z 
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Then 
J{v) - J{v") = + 
= y (ll^ll2 -\J^K{X)\X\^EV^2DX -
> 紅 丄 
- 2 ^ 2 4J 8 ' 
where Cx is a constant independent of p and A and the last inequality 
holds because A is small，So take 
c , 
4. There is v such that \\v - v*\\ > p and J(v) < J{v*). 
Let v = (1 — t)v*, then 
J(v) 一 J K ) = ^ / IV ^\2dx - A / K{x)\xV ( e^) ' dx - J(v*) 
< 0, when t is large. 
Hence we may assume \\v — > p also. 
Now, let J(y) = J(v* - v) - J(v*), then J(0) = 0 and J satisfies the 
conditions in Theorem 3.1.1, thus there is v G H ^ ) such that 
J(v) >6>0 
and 
J'(y) = 0, 
i.e. v* - v is a 丑1-solution of (2.2) which is clearly different from v*. 
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Finally, by Lemma 2.3.3 and the equation (2.2) itself, the above solution 
is in fact in for any p > 1 such that p7 > 一2. Hence the proof of 
Theorem 3.2.1 is completed. 
Chapter 4 
Dirichlet Problem : 
Non-Existence Theory 
In the last two chapters, we have found sufficient conditions for the problem 
(2.2) to have solutions. On the other hand, we would also like to know when the 
problem does not have solution. This can be done by estimating the value of A* 
defined in Section 2.5. In this chapter, we will do this on star-shaped domains. 
Moreover, we assume that K{x)三 1 here. Therefore, we consider the problem 
/ 厶u + = 0 inH, u n 
\ v = o on an. u 
Numerical examples will also be given in Section 4.2. We remark here that the 
constants p and 7 in this chapter satisfy p > 1 and 7 > 一2. The domain H is 
assumed to have a piecewise smooth boundary. 
4.1 Upper Bound of A* in Star-Shaped Do-
mains 
In this section, we shall apply the Rellich's identity (Lemma 4.1.3) to find an 
upper bound of A* in star-shaped domains. Since we are considering W2'P-
36 
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solutions of (4.1), we need to proceed carefully. 
Lemma 4.1.1 Ifv G 所2，p(0) H C2(U\{0}), then it satisfies 
1 1 . = A / {x- v)\x\^evds 一 2 f \\x\^evdx. 
Jet JdU 川 
Proof. Let > 0 and small and = By Green's identity, 
f •(|af /2) .V(A|:r|V0办二 A / (x-u)\x\^evds-2 / X\x\^evdx. (4.2) 
JQP JDQP 
Now, 
f V (k| 2 / 2 ) - = A / IxlV^ + • x)dx. 
JBP 」 BP 
By using ^ C0，"(H), where P 二 2(1 - 1/p)，and ^ 
we get 
/ Ix^e^x < maxev f \x^dx ~ ^ 0 as 一 0, 
JBP u JBP 
i Z v i 
J \ x \ ^ e v \ \ / V ' X \ d x < maxev ^  | V ^ I ' ^ J ( 义 ⑷ 一 ) 办 ) 
——> 0 as p — 0 
and f \(x . z/)brev| ds < maxev f \x\^ds — 0 as 尸—0. 
JdBP lv ; 一 fi JdBp 
So letting p 0 in (4.2), we get the result. • 
Lemma 4.1.2 For any v G W2,p(Cl), there exists a sequence {pk} which con-
verges to zero and 
Xmipk / I V = 0. fc—0 JdBPk 
Proof. Since v E W2fP(Q), there is a sequence { i ^ } which converges to zero 
such that 
lim / | V ” | 2 “ = 0. k-^oJBRk 
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By the mean-value theorem, for each k, there is pk < Rk such that 
/ \sjv\2dx = Rk [ I V 
JBR]t J9BPk 
Therefore this {pk} is what we want. • 
Lemma 4.1.3 (Rellich's identity) Let D C KN be a bounded domain with 
piecewise smooth boundary and v G C2(D). Then 
J (x-\/v)Avdx = 乂 J " • • 咖 • • 一 - | 1 — ) | V ” | 2 心 I V H 2 办 . 
Proof. By the following three identities : 
^ d2v dv 
— A . _ I A f ^ - V 
= H I r ^ — n W I ) J， 
N Q (dv\2 
^ d (dv dv\ . |2 
we have 
(x • y^) A v = div((a; • V^) 一 • + N ^ 2[ 
By the divergence theorem, our result follows immediately. • 
Lemma 4.1.4 If v is a W2,p-solution of (4.1)，then the result in Lemma 4-1-S 
is still true，i.e., 
f (x • &vdx= f (v . ' \/v)ds 一1 f (x • v)\ V v\2ds. 
Jq Jdn 2 
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Proof. For each pk in Lemma 4.1.2, let ilk 二 By Lemma 4.1.3 for 
TV = 2，we have 
_ ( $ • • ” ) A — 二 (z/. • ” ) ( $ • • ” ) 心一备乂 ^ I2心.（4 .3 ) 
But 
f \Av(x-\/v)\dx < A / |a;|7+1ev| V ^ l ^ > 0 as A; — oo, 
JBPk JBPk 
f \(v • • •”)l心 < pk f I V A2ds ^ o as fc — oo 
JdBPk JdBpk 
and f \(x . u)\ V v\2\ds < pk f I V — 0 as A: — oo， 
JdBPk JdBpk 
so by letting fc — oo in (4.3)，we get the result. • 
Theorem 4.1.5 Ifil is star-shaped, then 
(7 + 2)2^ 
A - 2A 
where B = Jdn-^ and A = /如• x)\x\^ds. 
Proof. Let v e be a solution of (4.1) for some A. In H\{0}, 
= -(Av) + Aev • 
On dQ>, v = 0, so 
1 2 (v ‘ x) (dv\2 
{p ' s/v)(x ' S/v) v^l = y^J . 
Thus by Lemma 4.1.1 and Lemma 4.1.4, 
r ^ ( d v \ 2 d s = f ^ ^v)dx 
JdQ 2 \ou J Jn 
=f Xevx • \/\xydx - £ • . v(Ak|7ev)^ 
JQ J^I 
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By Schwarz's inequality, 
• ^  ( 芸 ) d s - (L d s) (L • 
From 
f Avdx = f ^ds, 
JQ JdQ ov 
we have 
f — ds > — f Avdx 
JdQ dv 一 J^i 
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4.2 Numerical Values 
Example 1. If H = BR , then B 二 2丌，A 二 27riT+2. Therefore 
r < ( 7 ± 2 T 
Together with the result in Section 2.4, we get 
” = ( 7 + 妒 
�� — 2 R ^ 2 • 
Example 2. We now compare the values of in the cases of unit ball 
and unit square. 
Table 4.1: Exact values 
~7\n Ball Square 
^ 72[log(V2 + 1) + y/2]-1 
2 t t 8 ~ 
-1 丨 [ l o g ( V ^ + l ) ] 一 1 
Table 4.2: Approximate values 
7\n Ball Square 
25.06 31.36 
~~Q~ 6;28 8 
— 1 1 0.89 1.13 
Chapter 5 
The Neumann Problem 
In previous chapters we have investigated the existence of singular solutions of 
the Gelfand problem with zero Dirichlet boundary condition. In this chapter 
we shall study the problem with zero Neumann boundary condition : 
f Aw + K(x)eu = 0 in fi, 
J 费 二 o on dn, (5.1) 
[ w � 7 l o g | : c | at cc f 0, 
where H is a bounded domain in R 2 and ii： is a non-negative bounded function 
in 0 with Kmax > 0. 
Letting w 二 切 + qlog we rewrite (5.1) in the form 
f Aw-{-K{x)\x\^ew = 0 in 
\ t = on O a � ° . ) 
If there is a solution w, by the divergence theorem we have 




= 一 7 / 咖 Jd^l ov 
=—27T7-
42 
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Thus it is necessary that 7 > 0. 
Since (5.2) has inhomogenous boundary data, we shall reduce it into a 
homogenous one. 
5.1 Existence Theory I 
In this section, we shall prove that if the value of 7 is not too large, then the 
problem (5.2) is solvable. 
Let hbe a, solution of the problem 
j Ah = ^ inO, (5 3) 
I i = 7 嘉 log H on 肌 • 
The existence of h is guaranteed by the compatibility condition. 
By letting 
K(x) = K(x)\x\^e~h 
and 
v = w + h, 
(5.2) reduces to 
f At; + - f f = 0 in n, ( 5 4 ) 
\ 赛 = 0 on dfl. V * J 
Following [Mo2], we define the functional 
J(v) 二 • / I •  v\2dx — log (义 K(x)evdx^j J^vdx (5.5) 
on H1^). If v0 is a critical point of J, then 
A 2^ KevO , 2tt7 _ n • Q 
� - A y o - + W " U 
“ ’ = 0 on 亂 
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By letting 
… � + i � g G ^ ^ ) , 
visa,丑1-solution of (5.4). By Lemma 2.3.3 and the equation (5.4) itself, v is in 
所2，p(n) for any p. So v is in fact a C2-solution. Hence we can find a singular 
solution u of (5.1) such that u - 7log is in C2(H). 
Lemma 5.1.1 When 
4 
0 < 7 ^ [C^ l + 刈 2 , 
where CX and \L are defined in Lemma 2.3,4，the functional J defined in (5.5) 
is bounded from below. 
Proof. Since J(v + c) = J(v) for any constant c, we may assume fQ vdx = 0. 
Let a 二 在 I • Then by Lemma 2.3.4 and our assumption, 
J{v) = y - 27T7 log (允 
� a 2 9 fl .(k 二 , _ + 
= ( - - l l C ^ l + fi)}2) a2 -
\2 8 / 
> -27T7log(/?脳x<72). • 
Following from the above result, we have 
Theorem 5.1.2 When 
4 
0 < 7 < 卿 + “)]2， 
a minimum VQ of J in (5.5) attains. 
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Proof. By the above lemma, inf J exists. Let {vn } be a minimizing sequence 
with vndx = 0 and 
I := inf J(v) — lim J(vn). 
v ' n—^oo 
We may assume J(vn) < 2/, so 
21 > J(vn) > ( i - | [ C “ 1 + fi)]2) |W|2 - 27r7log(^maxC2). 
Hence {vn} is bounded in H1^) and therefore we may assume that there is 
”0 G H 1 ^ ) such that 
vn 一 v0 in H1^). 
Clearly, 
0 = / vndx ——> / v0dx. 
JQ JU 
If we can show 
f KeVndx 一 f Kevodx, 
JN J^I 
then 
I = lim i||Vn||2-27r7log(/ Ke^dx) 
n—oo 2 J 
= l i m h\vn\\2-^J(vo)-h\vo\\2 
n—oo 2 L 
> lim + 
n—oo 2 L 
and hence 
lh||>nlim|K||. 
But it is well-known that 
ll^ oll <liminf ||vn||, 
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so 
Hence 
J(v0) = I. 
Now, since vn 一 v0 in H^il), by Rellich's compactness theorem, 
f (vn 一 v0)2dx 一 0. (5.6) 
JQ 
By the boundedness of |K|| and Lemma 2.3.4, J ^ e ^ d x and f Q e 2 ^ d x are 
bounded independent of n, so by (5.6), 
J K{eVn - evo)dx < K^jjvn-v0\ev*dx 
^ ( / / % ” 一 o, 
where v* lies between vn and v0. 口 
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5.2 Existence Theory II 
In this section, we shall extend the result in last section to all positive 7 under 
the restriction that H is a ball and K is a, radial function. 
Instead of the problem (5.3), we consider the following problem 
i ^ h = ^ f inn, (5.7) 
I f = 7^og\x\ on 
where 
= f \x\"dx. 
J FI 
As in (5.3), (5.7) is solvable. 
By the same reason, we let 
K(x) = K{x)e~h, v = w + h. 
Then 
f + = 0 inO, ) 
\ 砮二 0 on 肌 � ’ J 
Define 
J(v)=备义 I • H2^ - 27T7log ( 义 K{x)\x\^evdx^ + 蒜 义 v\x\^dx 
on H 1 ^ ) . Any critical point satisfies 
_ A _ + 2^1 |7 二 0 inn , 
祭 二 0 on d^t. 
So 
( 2tt7 � 
is a if1-solution of (5.8). 
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Theorem 5.2.1 If Vt = BR and K is radial，then J has a critical point v0 in 
the space 
Hi = {v e Hl(BR) : v is radially symmetric}. 
Proof. Since 7 < 2(7 + 2), we can choose an a with 
7T7 < a < 27r(7 + 2). 
Again, for any v e H}, by letting 
a = I V vVdx 
and applying Lemma 2,3.5, there is a constant C independent of v such that 
f r^^dx < f fe^^dx 
JBR J BR 
< CE^. 
Since J(v + c) = for any constant c, we assume that J(v) 二 0. Then 
J(v) > ia2-27r7log(^maxC)-^-
= ( 备 - - 2 7 r 7 b g d C ) 
> -27T7logdaxC). 
The rest of the proof is exactly the same in last section. • 
Therefore, we get a singular solution u again. Moveover, as the h in 
(5.7) can be choosen to be radially symmetric, the u obtained is also radially 
symmetric. 
Chapter 6 
The Schwarz Symmetrization 
The aim of this chapter is to present some basic results in Schwarz symmetriza-
tion (or rearrangement) of a function. Some of them have been used in Sec-
tion 2.5. The materials and the idea of the proof of some results are mainly 
taken from [Ba], [BM] and [Mo]. 
6.1 Definitions and Basic Properties 
In this section, we introduce some definitions in the Schwarz symmetrization. 
Some properties concerning symmetrized functions are also given. 
Definition 6.1.1 Let D C R^ be a measurable set of finite measure. Its 
symmetrized domain D* is the ball BR with the same volume as D. 
Let w : D ^ R be a measurable function. With it we associate a new 
function, its symmetrized function, u* : D* ~ ^ R as follows. 
Definition 6.1.2 Let 
D(fi) 二 {a; € D : u(x) > //}. 
49 
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For any given x G D*^ define 
� = s u p { / / : x e D(fi)*}. 
We shall assume that u is measurable whenever we define the symmetrized 
function u*. 
The following properties of u* can be verified easily : 
(A) u* is radially symmetric. 
(B) u* is radially non-increasing. 
(C) infi) w = inf£>* u* and supD u = supD* u*. 
(D) If wi < u2 in D, then u\ < u\ in D*. 
(E) If u is continuous in D, then u* is also continuous in D*. 
Theorem 6.1.3 [Ba, pp. 48] Ifue C(D) is positive in D, vanishes on dD 
and satisfies the Lipschitz condition 
\u(x)-u(y)\ < K\x-y\ 
for all x,y e^, then w* satisfies the same condition in D • 
Proof. Let Z and y* be two points in D* with \y*\ < and u*(y*) + u*(x*). 
Consider the regions Dx = {xeD: u{x) > u*(y*)} and D2 = {x G D : u{x) > 
With ri and r2, we shall denote the radii of the spheres D{ and 
D*. Obviously, we have \y*\ < rt < r2 < Let p > 0 be the minimal 
distance between dDx and dD2. Denote by {D2)-p the interior parallel set 
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{x ： x e D2,d{x,dD2) > _ Since Dx C (D2)_p, it follows that h < r_p, where 
r_p is the radius of the sphere with the same volume as (D2)-p- By Schmidt s 
inequality [Ba, pp. 4], we have r_p < r2 一 p, and therefore r1<r2- p. Hence 
\x* -y*\ — p 
If a；! and x2 are points on dD! and dD2 respectively such that \xx 一丨2| 二 P， 
then 
\u*(y*) - u*{x*)\ 二 丨 — O - — 2 ) | 
p \xi - x2\ 
By the Lipschitz condition on u, we have 
Thus u* satisfies the same Lipschitz condition in D*. • 
By the definition of w*, we have 
{xeD*: u*{x) > /x} 二 G D : u{x) > /i}*. 
Therefore, 
(F) The volumes of the regions {x e D : u(x) > and {x e D* : u*(x) > fi} 
are equal, that is, u and u* are equimeasurable. 
The above property implies 
Theorem 6.1.4 Let u : D >> R be a measurable function. For any continu-
ous function 少:R ^ R, we have 
/ ib(u)dx = f (6.1) 
JD JD* 
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Proof. By assumption,於 o w is measurable. Moreover, as u* is radially non-
increasing, ^ o u* is also mearsurable. Thus the integrals in (6.1) make sense. 
Firstly, we assume that -0 is non-negative and has compact support [a, b\. 
Then on [a, 6],沴 can be approximated by a monotonic increasing sequence of 
non-negative step functions. However, by the equimeasurability of u and u*, 
our result clearly holds when ^ is a step function. Therefore, by applying the 
monotone convergence theorem, (6.1) holds. 
When • does not have compact support, we choose a sequence of smooth 
functions {<j)k} such that 
A “ � _ J 丄，會.^HA 
= \ 0, 
Then (6.1) holds for each (j)kip. Similarly, we apply the monotone convergence 
theorem, (6.1) holds for 殄. 
In general we write • =沴+ — •一 • Then 
j i/;(u)dx = J^ ^(u)dx - J^ ^~(u)dx 
= f f ^-{u*)dx 
JD* JD* 
= J • 
JD* 
Remark. The above result is still true if D is replaced by any level set D(/I). 
When X/J is a strictly increasing function, is radially non-increasing. 
We expect that 沴(w*) and (^(u))* are equal. Before proving this, we need two 
lemmas. 
Lemma 6.1.5 If u : D* ^ R is radially non-increasing, then u = u*. 
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Proof. For any x 6 -D*, 
u*(x) = sup{^ :xe{xeD* : u(x) > fi}*} 
=sup{/i : u(x) > fi} 
=u(x). • 
Lemma 6.1.6 If u,v : D ~ ^ R are equimeasurable, then u* = v*. 
Proof. By property (F) and our assumption, 
{xeD* : u\x) >fi} = {xeD*: v*(x) > /x}. 
Let 丨o G D*. Then 
x0e{xeD*: u%x) > u*(x0)} = im. : v*{x) > 
Hence 
> U*(x0). 
By changing roles, it follows that u* = v*. • 
Remark. The above result still holds when the domains of the functions u 
and v are not equal but of the same measure. 
Theorem 6.1.7 If ip is a continuous and strictly increasing function and u is 
a measurable function, then 
^K)=(咖)r. 
Proof. Under our assumptions, the composite function 必 o w is measurable, so 
its symmetrized function is well-defined. By Lemma 6.1.5 and 6.1.6, it suffices 
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to show that and ij)(u*) are equimeasurable. But this follows from the 
injectivity of • 
Our next result on symmetrized functions is based on the following lemma. 
Lemma 6.1.8 Let h and u be real-valued functions defined in D with h inte-
grable over D. Let u be measurable over D and satisfy the condition - o o <u< 
Define the set D(t) = {x e D : u(x) > t}. Then 
f hudx = u f hdoc + f ( / hdx) dt. 
JD 一 JD JU \JD{t) J 
Proof. Without loss of generality, we may assume that h and u are non-
negative. So it suffices to show 
f hudx = / f I hdx) dt. 
JD JO \JD{T) J 
We first assume that u is essentially bounded. As a function of t, hdx is 
non-increasing and non-negative. Therefore, it is Riemann integrable. For any 
partition Q 二 t0 < 込 < …< tN = T, where T > sup u, we have 
f N-i f 
/ hudx = / hudx. 
JD JD(TJ)\D{TJ+1) 
After rearrangement, we get 
N 广 N-l , 
y (fi - tj^) / hdx < / hudx < YJ � + 1 - L � h d x . 
fr[K J 3 JJD(tj) Jd j=0 JD(tj) 
Letting the length of the partition going to zero, we conclude that 
f hudx =「（ f hdx) dt 
JD JO \JD(T) J 
= / [ / hdx\dt. Jo \JD(t) J 
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In general, we let 
Uk(x) = mm{k,u(x)}. 
Then {uk} is a monotonic increasing sequence convergent a.e. to w, and 
D(t) = {uk(x) > t} when t < L 
So 
I hukdx = / [ / hdx ) dt. 
JD JO \JD(t) J 
By taking k oo, our result follows. • 
We also need the following 
Lemma 6.1.9 Let S be a measurable subset of D, then 
(u\sT<u*\s^ 
Proof. Let v = For any /i, 
{xeS： v(x) > fi} 二 {xeS： u(x) > fi} 
C {x£ D : u(x) > fi}. 
So 
{xeS： v{x)> fiyc{xeD： u(x) > 
Therefore, for any x G 5*, 
f � 二 sup{// :xe{xeS : v � > //}*} 
< sup{/x :x e{xe D : u(x) > fi}*} 
=u*(x). • 
Now, we can prove 
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Theorem 6.1.10 Let h be integrable and let u be bounded from below and con-
tinuous in D. Then for any continuous and strictly increasing function •， 
Jd hij;(u)dx < h*^{u*)dx. (6.2) 
Proof. By Theorem 6.1.7, it suffices to show that 
/ hudx < / h*u*dx. 
JD 一 JD* 
Let u = infu. By Lemma 6.1.8, property (C) and the equimeasuriability, 
/ hudx = u f hdx-\- f ( / hdx ) dt 
JD 一 JD JU \JD(T) ) 
and 
[hTv*dx = u f h*dx +「（ f h*dx) dt. 
JD* —JD* JU \JD{TY ) 
By Theorem 6.1.4 and Lemma 6.1.9, we have 
u / h*dx = u hdx 
~ JD* JD 
and 
/ h*dx > / hdx. 
JD{TY JD(T) 
The result now follows from the above equations. • 
We also would like to compare the integrals in (6.2) when the integrations 
are taken in a measurable subset S of D, instead of D. By using Lemma 6.1.9， 
we have 
Theorem 6.1.11 Let ij) be continuous and strictly increasing，h integrable and 
u continuous. Then for any measurable S CD such that u is bounded below in 
S, 
J h^(u)dx < js. h�(u*�dx. 
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Proof. By Theorem 6.1.7, it suffices to show that 
/ hudx < / h*u*. 
Js Js* 
Now by Lemma 6.1.9 and Theorem 6.1.10, 
J hudx = Js(h\s){u\s)dx 
< [(hlsYHsYdx Js* 
< f h*u*dx. • 
一 Js* 
Remark. By a similar argument, we can prove a similar result of Lemma 6.1.8 
by replacing the bounded from below condition of u by bounded from above. 
Hence the results in Theorem 6.1.10 and 6.1.11 are still true under the same 
replacement. 
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6.2 Inequalities Related to Symmetrization 
We first introduce a definition concerning symmetrized functions. Let u be 
a measurable function defined on a measurable set D of finite measure. Let 
D(fi) be a level set. We denote the volumes of D{fJ,) and D by a(fi) and A 
respectively. The function a(/i) is decreasing and left continuous at each [i. It 
has discontinuities only for those values of fi for which the set {x e D : u(x) 二 
p] has non-zero volume. To define the inverse /x(a) of we set /x(a) 二 ^ in 
[a0, a(p)] if a0 = lim^a(fj,) < a(/l). 
Definition 6.2.1 The extended function fi(a) is called the generalized inverse 
of a(jLt), 
From this definition, continuous u will give continuous Moreover, we 
have 
(G) = u*(x) for (c G D*, where uN is the volume of unit ball in R " . 
In this section, we shall consider functions u which are positive in D, 
vanish on 3D and belong (^⑷）门(70(万)，where 乃 is a bounded domain in 
RN w i t h s m o o t h boundary. Denote the boundary dD(fj,) by r(/i). Then 盜 is 
noil-positive on T(n) whenever the normal v is defined. But as u = on r(/x), 
铲 = _ | • on r(/i). Let's recall also that is a regular value (critical value) 
of w if _ 0 on T{fi) (\/u = 0 somewhere on T(fi)). For functions in CN(D), 
Sard's theorem asserts that [i is regular for a.e. fi. 
Theorem 6.2.2 Let F G C(D). Then 
JDF(X)\vu(x)\dX = Jo°° 
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Proof. By writing F = F+ - we may assume that F is non-negative. 
Moreover, by approximation, we may assume also that F is smooth. 
Let v be a vector field in CX{D)门 C0(万)which vanishes on 3D. Then by 
Lemma 6.1.8, 
J v • \/udx = — J�udiwvdx 
=—f If diyvdx ) dfi. 
J0 \JD(TI) ) 
By Sard's theorem, for almost all " ， + 0 whenever u(x) = fi. Hence 
r(^) is a C^hypersurface for almost all /x. By the divergence theorem, 
/ divvdx = / v ‘ vds for a.e. fi. 
JD{FI) MF^) 
Since v - - j ^ j on r(/x) for a.e. /x, we conclude that 
f ”.\/udx= f ( / v • -r~~\ds ) (6.3) 
JD JO \MH) |VW| ) 
Assume that F vanishes on 3D first. For small £ > 0, by setting 
F(x) y u(x) 
v(x)=, , 
如 + ) | 2 + 己 
we get from (6.3) that 
f F(x)\s/u(x)\^ dT = f - ( r F(X)\S7U(X)\ ^ \ 如 
JD 力 丨 J o 、•/r(M) y/\\/u{x)\2 + e J 
Hence by the monotone convergence theorem, we let £ — 0 to get 
i z ⑷ 丨 • • 二 / 二 / … 严 咖 ) ‘ 
When F does not vanish on dD, we choose a monotonic increasing sequence of 
smooth functions {(j)£) such that each (j>e vanishes on dD and 
lim </)e(x) = lioi x £ D. 
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Then our result holds for each <j)eF. Now applying the monotone convergence 
theorem again gives the desired result. • 
Corollary 6.2.3 Let fi be a regular value ofu. Then for any continuous func-
tion p, 
A / 州 … [ P ^ D S . 
dfiJD^) ^ ’ MtM) | v � 
Proof. Let be a regular value of u. Then | • u(x)\ + 0 for any ” near fi0 
with u(x) = [JL. Putting 
D = D{fio)\D{fio + A//) 
and 
F ( x ) = 咖 ） 
in Theorem 6.2.2, we obtain 
_J_ f v(x)dx = 广 f f 沪(怎)..ds) dfi. 
A^ V ) A/X J^O \JM I •以⑷ I J 
Our result now follows by taking limit in the above equation. • 
We shall recall the classical isoperimetric inequality which will be used 
later. The notations here follow from [Ba] and the precise statement can be 
found in [BZ, pp. 69]. 
Lemma 6.2.4 Let D be a bounded domain in RN with a piecewise smooth 
boundary 3D. Then the volume A of D and the surface area L of 3D are related 
in the following way : 
L2 > q(A) 
where q(a) 二 a^^1) • 
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When /i is a regular value of w, from Corollary 6.2.3，we have 
些 = 一 / d s (6.4) 
DFI 一 MN) I • 
From this formula, we find that a is strictly decreasing near \i and hence its 
generalized inverse /i is differentiable at a with 
生 = — ( [ d s V 1 . (6.5) 
Theorem 6.2.5 Let F be a convex, non-decreasing function and let u be a 
smooth positive function in D which vanishes on dD. Then for any regular 
value fi of u, 
十⑷/(-£)](-S) 
where dv = | • and a is the volume of the level set D(fi). 
Proof. By Jensen's inequality, 
i rp^(丨•拳〉 F f M Z ^ ) (6.6) 
iiV)办 一 V /r(.) ^  ) 
The above equality holds if and only if | • is constant on r(^). By (6.4), 
f dv =——. 
JT{ii) dfi 
Besides, by Lemma 6.2.4, 
f / ds > 
Jr ⑷  1 v 1 Jm 
Putting these into (6.6), we get the result. • 
From the above theorem, we can deduce that 
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Theorem 6.2.6 Let g be a continuous and positive function. Let F be a convex, 
non-decreasing function. Suppose that u is a smooth positive function in D 
which vanishes on 3D. Then 
f g[u{x)]F(\ V u\)dx > f g[u\x)]F{\ • u*\)dx 
JD(m) JD(m)* 
for any m G where u = supD u. Moreover, equality holds if and only ifu 
is radially non-increasing. 
Proof. We shall assume that u is non-constant, otherwise the result is trivial. 
First note that by property (G), 
I •叫 ^ � ( S ) . 
Hence by Corollary 6.2.3 and Theorem 6.2.5, 
f g[u(x)]F(\\/ u\)dx > fU / g[u(x)}F(\\7u\)du d\x 
JD{m) V � Jrn |_杯） J 
The above equality holds if and only if, for all " > m, 
1. I • u| is constant on r(/i), and 
2. r(/x) is a sphere centered at the origin. 
By changing variables (see [Ro, pp. 114]), the right hand side of the above 
inequality becomes 
广 綱 F p � ( - g ) ] & 二 � ] M l Vd)办.• 
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6.3 An Application to P.D.E. 
In this section, we consider a nonlinear Dirichlet problem of the type : 
(Lu-\- X\p(x)ij;(u) + h(x)] = 0 in D, (6 .7 ) 





is a self-adjoint, uniformly elliptic operator in D. We shall assume the follow-
ings : 
(HI) and h are smooth functions; 
(H2) A is a positive constant; 
(H3) p,h>0 but ^ 0 in D\ 
(H4) ^ is a positive and non-decreasing function. 
We associate with (6.7) the following problem in D* : 
[a0Av + \p*(x)xl;{v) + h^x) = 0 in D\ f6 8) 
I v = 0 on dD*,  K .  J 
where a0 is a positive constant such that 
N N 
We assume also that any solution of (6.8) is radially symmetric. 
Our main result is 
Theorem 6.3.1 Suppose (H1)-(H4) hold. If there exists a solution of the prob-
lem (6.8), then there exists a solution of the problem (6.7). 
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Define a sequence of smooth functions {un} by 
wo = 0, 
f Lun+1 + \\p{x)^(un) + h(x)] 二 Oin 刀， 
1 un+i = 0 on dD. 
Then {un} is pointwise nondecreasing and un> 0 in D for each n > 1. 
Moreover, we have 
Lemma 6.3.2 The iterated sequence defined above is uniformly bounded if and 
only if (6.7) has a solution. 
Remark. The above result is still true when (HI) is replaced by 
(HI，) aik is continuously differentiable and and h are continuous. 
Proof. Suppose 
un(x) <M in D. 
Then {un} converges pointwisely to a function u, which is also uniformly bounded 
by M. Let G be the Green's function, then 
un(x) 二 \ jDG�:c,y佩y�Hun-�+ Ky)]dV-
By the domainated convergence theorem, 
u(x) = \jD G{x, y)\p(y)^(u) + h{y)]dy. 
Thus u is a solution of (6.7). 
Conversely, if u is a solution of (6.7), then by the classical maximum 
principle and induction， 
u> un in D. 
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Thus 
un(x) < maxw in D. • 
Denote 
Dn{n) = {xeD : un(x) > //}, 
Tn(fi)=肌(")， 
an(fi) 二 volume of Dn(ji), 
fin = generalized inverse of an, 
£>n(a) = Dn(^n(a)), 
fn(a) = dDn(fin(a)). 
For a.e. a G (0,A), by the Schwarz inequality and the isoperimetric 
inequality (Lemma 6.2.4), 
f _ _ E a i k , k ^ d s > ( i d s ) 2 
> M-
Since 
二 • un\vi on rn(a), 
OXi 
N ~ 
X ) > a0| V Wnl on rn(a). 
By Green's identity, 
f - A - f [Xpix^Un^) + h{x)]dx > a0q{a). 
•/fn� I • JDn(a) 
By Theorem 6.1.11, 
f [p(a;)^(Mn_i) + h{x)]dx < L b*(咖 K - i ) + h*(x)]dx 
JDn{a) JDn{aY 
Jo 
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where p(/3) 二 广(工）and _ = h\x) for = Together with (6.5), we 
get 
a 0 q ( a ) ^ + A � _ * “ ) + K P W > 0 a.e. in (0，A). (6.9) da Jo 
Apply the same arguments to (6.8), with vn and an corresponding to un and 
Pn, we get 
a 0 q ( a ) ^ + A / ^ W K - O + 二 0 in (0, A ) . (6 .10) da Jo 
Here we have used the fact that each vn is radially symmetric. 
Lemma 6.3.3 For n 二 0,1，2,…we have 
M<(Jn{a), aG[0,A]. _ 
Proof. For n = 0 the inequality is trivial, since u0 = v0 = 0. Suppose that 
(6.11) holds for n = k- 1. Then by (H4), (6.9) and (6.10), we get 
dJ±>d^L a.e. in (0，A). 
da da 
Since FIK and AK are locally Lipschitz in (0’ A), continuous in [0, A] and FIK{A)= 
AK(A) 二 0, we conclude that (6.11) holds for n = L 口 
We can now prove the Theorem 6.3.1. 
P r o o f of Theorem 6 . 3 . 1 . Suppose (6.8) has a solution v, then by Lemma 6.3.2, 
the iteration sequence { � } is bounded by v, hence is uniformly bounded by 
some M in Then apply the Lemma 6.3.3, 
un(x) < supnn < supan <MmD. 
By Lemma 6.3.2 again, (6.7) has a solution. • 
At the end of this section, we shall give two more results on the solution 
given by the iterated sequence. 
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Theorem 6.3.4 When the iterated sequence {un} converges to a solution u of 
(6.7)} it is the minimal solution in the sense that for any solution w of (6.7), 
u < w in D. 
Proof. By induction and maximum principle, we have 
un <w for each n>l. 
By taking limit, our result follows. • 
Theorem 6.3.5 The minimal solution is monotone in A in the sense that if 
wAl and uX2 are two solutions of (6.7) corresponding to Ax > X2, then 
uXl > uX2 in D. 
Proof. Similarly, we can prove that 
u 1^ > u 2^ for each n > l . 
This gives the result immediately. • 
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